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Blue whale fluke alongside the panga in the Sea of Cortez—by Wayne Duke

Oceanside Photographers Club
Welcomes Visitors
Visitors may attend two free meetings (either/or
general meeting or education meeting) before
deciding whether to join the club. Please check in at
the membership desk as you enter. The annual dues
are $48 for the first year (which includes a name tag)
and $36 per year afterwards. Dues are prorated
monthly for new members joining

Meeting Times
General Meetings are held the first
Wednesday of the month from 7:00 to 9:00
pm in the West Hall at the Qualicum Beach
Civic Centre.
Education Meetings take place on the third
Tuesday of the month at 7:00 pm in the
Windsor Room at the Qualicum Beach Civic
Centre except during July, August and
December.

The aim of the Oceanside Photographers Club is to promote learning, sharing
and the enjoyment of photography in a convivial atmosphere.
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SUBMISSIONS
The newsletter team welcomes
suggestions, questions, ideas and photos
that illustrate club activities.
Sold an image? Exhibiting? Win a photo
contest? Taking a photography related
course? Been travelling and have a story
and images to share? Other members
would be interested in hearing about it.
Please send material to the Newsletter
Team at newsletter.opc@gmail.com

CLUB MEETINGS
Please remember to wear your name tag to
club meetings and events.
MANAGEMENT TEAM

Come and join our management team! Current team
members are more than willing and happy to mentor
newcomers and will welcome you with open arms!
For more information about vacancies please speak
with any of the management team at the general
meeting or education meeting, or contact us at
president.opc@gmail.com

Lost your name tag? See Freida at the
membership desk to order another, or
contact her at:
membership.opc@gmail.com
Due to allergies, asthma and other
conditions, we request that you do not use
any fragrance when attending club
meetings.
CONTACT DETAILS

AFFILIATIONS
Oceanside Photography Club is a member of the
Canadian Association of Photographic Arts

For club executive contact information, upcoming general meetings, field trips, education meetings and assignments, please visit
the OPC website.
http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp
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OCEANSIDE PHOTOGRAPHERS CLUB MEMBER NEWS
Member Margorie Dunlop reports that she sold 2 large images of Parksville Beach recently and 2 other
pieces in the past two months. In addition, Magorie had a large photo-art displayed in a gallery in Alberta during May and June. Congratulations Margorie!
Margorie is currently coordinating the Arrowsmith Artist Group show at the MAC which opens
November 1, 2016 for a month. Featured are 5 photographers and 5 artists - Craig Carmichael, Alan
Cornell, Luke Downs, Margorie Dunlop, Penny Marshall, Penelope Harber, Olivia Mennie, Fran
Renwick, Shirley Turner and Margery Blom. The opening reception is November 5, 2016 and everyone
is welcome. The event is not yet advertised at the MAC, but keep an eye out for it later!
http://mcmillanartscentre.com/category/exhibitions/
************************************************************************************************
Member Marcie Gauntlett has been accepted to the Milner Gardens Art and Photography show
happening August 6-7 2016. Hours are 10am - 5pm on Saturday and 10am to 4pm on Sunday. Come
out and see this wonderful show. Congratulations Marcie! https://www2.viu.ca/milnergardens/

MISCELLANEOUS LINKS

National Geographic photography
contest: 2016 winners announced contributed by Frieda Van der Ree

Summer issue of CAPA
Pacific Zone News.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/
activity-and-adventure/nationalgeographic-travel-photographer-2016
-winners/

http://www.capapac.org/pzn/
Summer2016.pdf

OCEANSIDE PHOTOGRAPHERS CLUB EXECUTIVE 2016-2017
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SEA OF CORTEZ
By Wayne Duke

Earlier this spring my wife and I traveled to the Baja Peninsula area of Mexico. Our flight from
Vancouver to Loreto Mexico via Los Angeles was basically uneventful other than no food, paid drinks
and small and uncomfortable seating. We arrived a day earlier than originally planned and that was a
bonus as we were able to spend our first full day walking around and taking in the sights of a typical
Mexican town.
On our second day we met with our host, Michael Fishbach, a research biologist, who has been studying
various whales, but mainly the Blue Whale in the Sea of Cortez. I had made arrangements to be with his
team for a week in mid-March while they were gathering data on whale sightings. I first came upon
Michael while watching a video on You Tube entitled Saving Valentina. ( https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EBYPlcSD490 ) It was in this video that he actually saved a Humpback Whale that would have
surely died if not for his rescue efforts.
During our week with Michael, and unknown to us at the time, Michael also had a film crew
documenting the events on a daily basis for an upcoming film release. Being there made you feel like
you were part of it and with luck I may get some photo credits on the final project. I can’t wait to see the
video knowing what was captured. There is underwater footage of the world’s biggest mammal, up to
100 feet in length swimming past our boat. One of the film crew entered into the water with his gear
and when he came to the surface his reaction of jubilation was incredible to witness, knowing he had
captured some amazing video footage. Of course my camera was usually not out of my hands during our
daily sea voyages and I too captured a few moments that I will cherish and remember for a long time.
My wife, Linda, was with us as well and on our first day recording sightings she experienced a moment
that not many of us would ever forget. The waters were calm and a Blue Whale was approaching us,
basically at a 90 degree angle, and shortly before arriving near our Panga (open boat), it submerged.
By that I mean it went below the surface by approximately 5 or 6 feet and swam directly under the boat.
I stood and watched as it appeared on the port side and followed it until it cleared the starboard side.
Words can’t describe the feelings I had at that moment. Linda said nothing she just sat quietly while the
whole thing unfolded. The start of day two she had a lifejacket on, it apparently caused her worry while
we all just hoped it might happen again. It did not but we had Blue Whales alongside the boat a number
of times, only feet away.
At one moment I was
using a 70-200mm f2.8
lens (Nikon) when one of
the whales decided to
raise its fluke clear out of
the water. At a setting of
70mm I was just barely
able to capture full frame
the whole tail, once on
the computer to edit I
could not crop any portion of the shot. (see the
fluke image on the cover
page)
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Another time one of these whales spouted while alongside. Imagine water spray going straight in the air
30ft. and then showering down on you. How many people ever get to experience something like that. I
was greatly surprised to find out that in fact there was little or no stink, not like Humpback Whales that
I have been downwind of in the past. Diet makes all the difference I would assume, Blues eat Krill and
Humpbacks eat herring and such. As an aside, whenever whales were near the boat the engine was
turned off and at no time did the crew do anything that might have caused stress to the animal. Even
though research permits were in hand, if other boats were nearby, we would leave so that we did not
give the impression that it was okay to approach the whales and we would work another area away from
tourist boats.

There were times when whale feces was gathered and packaged to be sent to Harvard University for
study. All told, during the week I was able to see and sometimes photograph Blue Whales with calves,
Fin Whales and Humpback Whales along with our fishes and birds. I also did a one day excursion on
the Pacific side of the Baja and recorded sightings of Grey Whales with calves. I must say that the first
time I saw a Blue Whale I was taken aback by the size, as it porpoised and rolled on the surface it
seemed like it was in slow motion due to its incredible length. We have seen photos or videos of dolphins swimming off the bow wake of a boat, well I witnessed dolphins doing the same off the nose of a
Blue Whale. Ending this all I can say is Wow what a week, what a trip/experience, and what a chance to
photograph a true gentle giant.
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QUICK RELEASE SYSTEM FOR SCREW ON FILTERS
By John Mills

Ever wish there was a Quick-Release system for screw-on filters?
Well there is! The Xume (pronounced zoom) Adapter system consists of two threaded magnetic rings
that match the dimensions of a lens and filter. Screw a Lens Adapter to the front of the lens and screw
a Filter Holder on to each filter. Systems are available for filters ranging from 49mm to 82mm. I
purchased a 77mm kit for two lenses and four filters.
Mechanically the system works very well. The two rings, being magnetic, just snap together. The filter
stays put without sliding around thanks to an inner and outer lip on the Lens Adapter that forms a
groove to accept a corresponding 'tongue' on the Filter Holder. The magnets are strong enough to hold
the filter in place and can easily be separated with a tug on one side of the filter.
Optically, because the Xume rings effectively increase the depth of the filter, vignetting is a potential
issue on wide-angle lenses and is discussed on the Xume website.
After a series of 120 shots mixing and matching wide-angle lenses, filters, bodies, focal lengths and
apertures, I found that where increased vignetting does occur it is either not relevant for my shooting
preferences or is correctable in post processing. Unsurprisingly, at 15mm, detail was completely lost in
the corners. At 20mm some increased vignetting was observed for some combinations. At 24mm there
was no discernible increase in vignetting.
Another issue referenced on the Xume website is that standard lens caps don't play well with the Xume
Lens Adapter. The offered solution is a replacement cap available from Xume. My solution is to
continue to keep a protective filter on my Xume-equipped lenses - so my regular lens cap still works.
During testing I found that removing the Lens Adapter from the lens was routinely difficult. I ended up
devising a tool made from two narrow zip-ties that made removal easier.
Customer service was excellent. My order arrived with one less adapter and an extra holder. This was
quickly remedied and I received, at no extra charge, the missing adapter and an extra holder by way of
compensation.

Overall I am very pleased with my purchase. I can see that
the Xume system is going to make using my filters easier
and therefore more enjoyable.
Xume Quick Release Adaptors
www.xumeadapters.com
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STUMP A CHUMP!
Welcome to our feature page in which you are invited to submit a ‘how do I’ photography question that is
‘stumping’ you. Please submit your question to newsletter.opc@gmail.com by the 15th of each month.

Camera Purchase Research and Decision Installment 1 of 3
A long time ago I bought into the whole DSLR argument and over the years I have bought rather a lot of
DSLRs! (D50, D200, D300, D300S, D600, D610, D750, D4, D800, D810, D500) Of course I have had
no problem re-selling the units I have replaced, as they fell out of favour, and have arrived at the point
where I have all the DSLR I need. Well DSLRs (plural) in fact because I can't seem to make do with just
one camera body. But recently my partner expressed an interest in using a point-and-shoot camera that
was not too difficult to operate. But it had to have good picture quality. And be lightweight because she
couldn't comfortably lift one of my monster cameras and lenses to her eye level for multiple shots.
So I took all this in and started to wonder where to go from the only photography world I have paid any
attention to in the last 12 years, that of the Nikon DSLR, and look for a camera that would satisfy my
requirement for picture quality and her requirement for ease of use and light weight. Looking at this
scenario from my point of view is mind bogglingly complicated due to the enormous selection of brands,
models and genres of camera now offered. So I did what any self respecting shutter bug would do. I
started reading. I made some initial assumptions and then tried to find lists or lists of lists that would
quantify the available candidates.

"Top ten best digital cameras" "Top ten best Bridge cameras" "Top ten best mirrorless cameras under
$1,000.00" "Top ten best point and shoot cameras" Say What?? Just how many lists of recommended
cameras are there anyway?
Turns out that there are way more than I can count. More than I can read. And they all nominate
different winners. There is the bit that confuses the most. Apparently none of these cameras appears on
top of more than one tightly defined category. A clear winner would be visible if the same camera
appeared on top of two or three lists, or so I thought.
So I tried to make my own lists in an attempt to reduce the choice to something realistic. First off, I
wanted something with a large sensor. Well full frame is available but it is expensive as well. Over
$3,000 for most of them. Too much for an occasional use camera with a fixed focal length lens. Ah!
There's a good observation. I need something with a zoom lens.
And a big sensor to ensure Image Quality (IQ) is not embarrassingly bad. But not full frame. APS-C
maybe? Not many to choose from all of a sudden and the zoom lenses are really not very zoom-zoom, if
you get what I mean. SO I really want a mega zoom point and shoot that has a big sensor and costs less
than 500 bucks and has the IQ of my D4 and 500mm lens. Humph. Not going to happen. So where do I
cut the corners in order to make the ends meet?
Sensor size. First point is to realise that the sensor size (or lack of it) is what enables megazoom cameras
in the first place. Full frame mega zoom cameras cost more than a lot of cars to buy. ($21,000 for an
800mm lens and that's the biggest you can get) ($8,600 for the latest DSLR body) Plus tripod ($1200)
and mostly because of sensor size (full frame) and IQ.
Comparison of sensor sizes is illustrated on the next page……...
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So time to get realistic. I will have to make rather dramatic changes to my expectations in order to get
anything that my partner can lift off the ground. So how small do I have to go to get the package to the
ideal hand-hold able size? Sensor wise I will have to go down to a 1" sensor. That translates into a
bridge camera (one that looks like a DSLR but does not have interchangeable lenses) that weighs about
a pound, has a 25-400, or 24-600mm zoom lens and takes reasonably good photos that are ideal for
sharing on social media and that can be used to print from up to modest sizes - maybe 8x10, 8x12
something like that.
Smaller sensors are paired with larger zooms. Nikon has one (P900) that zooms from 24-2000mm but
has many other drawbacks that eliminate it from MY lists - but maybe not yours. There are many,
many cameras to choose from now, the smaller the sensor limit, the more variety there seems to be.
They all do more or less the same to more or less the same quality
I don't want to go any smaller than 2/3 in the diagram above. 1" is preferable and do-able. But it still
restricts the zoom range considerably. But 2/3 gives the most flexibility and most zoom range. 4/3rds
is better again, and Canon have a new size called 11/2" (one and a half inch) . All very confusing!
But this is where the value of a photography club comes in, you can look at the data page for the
members and most will have indicated their choice of camera on that page, and then you can ask a real
person what they like about or dislike about their selection. It's sociable, fun, and informative, and who
knows, I may even be able to make a decision in a year or two if I follow my own advice!
Tune in next month for installment number 2 of 3!
Oceanside Photographers
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TELEGRAPH COVE
By Shelley Harynuk

Jack and I, along Brad Powell, Inge Riis McDonald, Ken Meisner, Paul Edelenbos and John Critchley,
traveled to the North of Vancouver Island one weekend in late June to take advantage of some photographic opportunities. We had booked with Tide Rip Grizzly Adventures at their Telegraph Cove
location. At 6:45 on Saturday morning we met on the dock at Telegraph Cove where we boarded the
Kermode along with four Dutch tourists, our captain Derek, his first mate, Mike and a friend of
theirs. We set off for Knight Inlet and onwards to Glendale Cove, a two hour boat ride away.

The water was lovely and it was quite calm. There was coffee and breakfast to get us started - the
sensible amongst us had taken our gravol just in case - the seas were not too rocky so we were fine.
We encountered a couple of humpbacks on our way into the inlet. Derek got pretty excited because he
thought they were Fin Whales at first but realized pretty quickly that they were humpbacks. We were
excited anyway no matter what they were.
Once we got to Glendale Cove we transferred from our boat to a viewing skiff similar to the one
pictured below. It was just perfect for getting into the shallow waters surrounded by the sedge preferred by the grizzlies. They eat about 70 kg of sedge a day to keep their protein levels up and sedge is
27% protein. The silica in the sedge eventually wears down their teeth. They paid very little attention
to us, partly because we were very quiet but also because they were so focused on eating. It was so quiet that you could hear them tearing the sedge and chewing it.

We watched one young grizzly wander
through the sedge pausing from time to
time to stand up and look at us with the
grass hanging out of his mouth like a
farmer chewing on a blade of grass only
to return to the business of packing on
the calories. After watching him for a
while we moved over to the other side of
the cove to see a mother grizzly with her
three rambunctious cubs who all eventually disappeared into the woods only to
reappear in glimpses up trees grabbing
berries from bushes not too far off the
ground. Mamma would stop her grazing
every now and then to look back and listen to make sure everything was ok and
then turn back to eating as much as she
could to produce milk to keep the three
cubs happy.
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We were about to have lunch but Derek said he thought we should go back and check out the young
male again and we totally agreed. Thank goodness we did because we were treated to a much closer
encounter and had the pleasure of watching him lumber to the edge of the water and then lunge in and
slowly swim along occasionally shaking himself and then putting his nose under water and blowing
bubbles. He finally reached a shallow spot and sat down and proceeded to pull up and chew on more
sedge. We felt it would be a good time for us to indulge in some calories too.
We returned to the dock at Glendale Cove and had a wonderful lunch of smoked salmon, avocado and
wraps, fresh veggies and chocolate chip cookies and great conversation. We felt as if we’d had a pretty
spectacular day. What added to the joy of the day was the knowledge of our captain and his interpreter
Mike. Their familiarity with the environment and the interconnectivity of the marine life and the life
on land made us all so respectful of what we had seen and how it could all change in a minute. Trips
like this are life changing.
The trip back was calm and there was lots of chatter but we were all tired and pretty happy. Little did
we know that the next day would be an even greater adventure. http://tiderip.com/
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PHOTO ASSIGNMENT WINNERS

Assignment: “Light and Shadow”

Category: Colour

First Place
Light at the End of the Tunnel
Bob Jackson

Second Place
The Path
Beth Millar

Third Place
Showers in the Strait
Jim Troyanek
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PHOTO ASSIGNMENT WINNERS

Assignment: “Light and Shadow”

Category: Black and White

First Place
Jug
Mary Watts

Second Place
Jean
Roy Watts

Third Place
Shadow in the Rock
Linda Matteson
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PHOTO ASSIGNMENT WINNERS

Assignment: “Light and Shadow”

Category: Digital Art

First Place
Hostas
Kevin McGuinness

Second Place
On the Beach
Beth Millar

Third Place
Garlic Scape
Mary Watts
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EDITOR’S GRAB BAG
Photo by Jack Harynuk

We’ve been planning a trip to
Alberta for a few months. Why
are you going to Alberta people
would ask us and we would
reply that we were going to look
for some storms so we could
take photos of lightening and
storm activity. We were
pretty blasé about it too. No, of
course we’re not storm chasing,
that’s a fool’s game. We just
want to take some great photos
from a healthy distance.

Jack is a planner so he found a number of sites on line to track the weather in Southern Alberta and
wrote to friends and camera clubs in southern Alberta to ask about optimal times to find storms. Boy
were we ready to take on the challenge. Off we went armed with all our knowledge. We had looked up
how to set up our cameras to take lightening shots and how to set up the tripods - do we use a remote
or not. We felt like professionals.
So here’s what we were not smart enough to take into account. Storms are generally accompanied by
rain, lots and lots of rain and rain is not very good for cameras. In Southern Alberta, and Alberta in
general as it happens, there is a lot of wind, strong, persistent wind, strong enough in fact to push over
a tripod, blow off your hat and drive that rain right in your face so that it hurts. When there are big
nasty storm cells, sometimes they’re accompanied by hail. Now hail not only hurts but it damages
things, like your camera, your car and even your body.
Our first full day in Southern Alberta, even before we had a chance to go looking for a storm, a storm
found us. We had been visiting my brother in Calgary for the afternoon and were making our way back
down towards Lethbridge when we saw a rather large storm cell building over to the West. Our initial
excitement quickly grew to concern and then something approaching anxiety. It started to rain, big
splashes at first, then more driving, forceful rain and then it would stop and we'd quit holding our
breath - dodged that bullet we thought and then it would start again, only worse. How far to Hwy
3? I'd check Google Maps again. Bang - hailstone on the hood of the car - fortunately an isolated hailstone. Then more hail but that did not continue thank goodness. The rain would stop and then start
again. Then the sky darkened all at once and any desire I might have had to photograph a storm completely disappeared and all I wanted was to be somewhere inside preferably with a basement. We were
lucky and were able to get to safety in a reasonable time so we spent the better part of two hours riding
out a tornado warning in a place called Luigis Pizza and Steakhouse in Pincher Creek, Alberta. I’d like
to say the food was good. Be careful what you wish for.
Shelley Harynuk
Newsletter Director and Editor
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